**The Oklahoma Journal**

### Bartlett's Industry Hunts Ripped

**By JOE CASTLER**
Secretary of State John Rogers Monday said Gov. Dennis Bartlett should construct an embargo on all new industries drawn to Oklahoma by the state's $1 billion business-cashing system launched last year.

Rogers said Bartlett's emphasis on trying to attract industries to the state was an attempt to become a "great industry leader himself." Rogers added that the state had the potential to become a "great industry leader" but that the state was "not yet a great industry leader.

Rogers, however, said Bartlett had asked him to consider an embargo on all new industries drawn to the state.

"We believe in business, but we also believe in the state's potential to become a great industry leader," Rogers said.

The state's budget for the fiscal year ending June 30 is $1.2 billion, but Rogers warned that the budget could be reduced if the state does not attract more industries.

"We believe in business, but we also believe in the state's potential to become a great industry leader," Rogers said.

**JOHN ROGERS**
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Raids to Draw Criticism, Approval

SAD ROLE (AP/Spokesman) Jet bombers from U.S. aircraft carriers began attacks against North Vietnam as early as Nov. 1, 1964.
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LIFE BEAT

MARY SHELBY'S "RED COW DIARY"
From the "Innovation '68" group comes this beautiful contemporary furniture!

Good contemporary furniture is hard to find. It is harder to find in a price range you can afford. Sometimes you find just what you want, but it sells for much, too much money! Take a look at "Innovation '68"! Here is contemporary furniture that looks good, it's extremely comfortable and the price is unbeatable!

$359
Sofa, Loveseat, Armless Chair, Ottoman and Table Top Ottoman

This "Innovation 68" Group features two divans that can be mixed and matched in about a dozen ways so you can change up your room! It has a deep seat back and comfortable foam blocks. The armless chair is in a bright print fabric that perfectly correlates with the sofa. This price is unbeatable on this much furniture: the sofa, the love seat, the armless chair, the ottoman, and the table top ottoman.

SPANISH TRADITIONAL
$169
All loose pillows in the back and seat. Heavy double-corded frame. Choose from 11 upholstered colors. Standard: Full Cushion, Bright and bold color design. Just a few of the wonderful features of this sofa. Regular: $399.95

FOUR CUSHION SPANISH
$219
This sofa is so rich and lavish that it has a seating comfort of the largest scale. Its loose seat cushion and back pillows rest well. The sofa sells regularly for $599.95.

DEEP COMFORT TRADITIONAL
$199
This sofa with the seat cushioned deeply and the loose back pillows is one of the great deals on this list. The color that you want is in stock. The quality of the fabric is second to none.

KROEHLER CONTEMPORARY
$199
The cushions on a full size sofa, if you have the extra long will fit in the apartment. It's long, perfect for Kroeher so you know it will last long enough! Your choice of six beautiful colors. Regular: $329.95.

CALIFORNIA MODERN
$219
Made by Footstool. When you buy Footstool, you're buying "house pride" merchandise so you know the quality is incredible. This sofa is covered in the new colors for your choice of three colors. Regularly: $399.95.

CONTEMPORARY MODERN
$169
This sofa should sell for over $300 but we were able to make it available at a great price. It comes in a large variety of colors and is a great buy for the price. The color that is essential to your Spanish home is a great buy.

SPANISH MODERN
$169
The slipcover is a lovely custom design that is no longer used. It is a nice handwoven material that costs more for the price. The color that is essential to your Spanish home is a great buy.

MODERN
$199

KROEHLER
$149
Bright and bold print! Heavy weight cover! Beautiful colors! These are just a few features of this lovely sofa. Regular: $129.95.

The Best For Your Home, From...

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western